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Abstract 
This thesis deals with the issues of dynamic formulation and singularity avoxdance of the 
six-degree-of-freedom parallel-actuated robot manipulator known as the Stewart platform 
The Stewart platform manipulator consists of two homes (referred to as the base and the 
platform) connected through six extensible legs having spherical joints at both ends or uni- 
versal joint at one end and spherical joint at the other This manipulating structure has 
been widely accepted as the representative of the class of manipulating structures known as 
parallel manipulators because it exhibits the &stinctive features of parallel marupulators in 
contrast to conventional send manipulators in the most promnent manner The Stewart 
platform in particular and parallel marupulators in general have certam advantages over 
serial manipulators which give them potential applicability in certun situations The work 
presented m this thesis is a contribution towards solving some analytical and computational 
problems of the Stewart platform 
The Newton-Euler approach has been apphed for the inverse dynamic forrndation 
for the Stewart platform manipulator of the most general architecture, assurmng uxllversal 
joint at the base, prismatic joint at the actuator and spherical joint at the platform l d n g  
40 the 6-UPS (umversal-pnsmatic-spherial) platform This formulation models all the 
dynamc and gravity effects as well as the viswus hctlon at the joints It is shown that 
a proper elimnation procedure results in a remakably ecanomical and fast algorithm for 
the solution of actuator forces, whch makes the method qmte suitable for on-line control 
purposes In addition, the parallebsm inherent in the mwpulator and in the modebng 
makes the algorithm quite &uent in a parallel computing enwronment The formulation 
has been implemented in a program and has been used for a few trajedones planned for 
a test manipulator Results of simulation presented reveal the nature of the variation of 
actuator forces in the Stewart platform and justify the dynamic modelling for control 
Following the same approach, closed-form dynamic equations are derived for the Stew- 
art platform and lt is found that, for parallel-actuated manipulators, the derivation of the 
dynamic equations IS remarkably straightforward by the Newton-Euler approach Some sim- 
ulation results are also presented to demonstrate the use of the dynamic equations Further, 
the dynamic equations of the 6-SPS platform (with spherical joints at both ends of the legs) 
have been derived and the differences of this case with the 6-UPS case have been hghlighted 
In case of spherical joints at both the ends of each leg, the entire system possesses twelve 
degrees of freedom, six of which are kinematically passive But, for dynamic control, these 
passive degrees of freedom present additional complicat~ons necessitating additional sensors 
or state observers These systems of dynamic equations, developed in full generality, are of 
extreme importance for the dynamic simulation and control of the marupulators 
As is well-known, the workspace of the Stewart platform manipulator is full of sin- 
gularities, where actuator forces at the legs are unable to support an arbitrary load on the 
platform In such situations, the mechanism gains one or more degree(s) of freedom (loses 
one or more constraints) and the system becomes uncontrollable at or near such singulari- 
ties This force singularity in parallel manipulators motivated a study of the path planning 
problem for the Stewart platform avoiding singularities Here, a path planning strategy has 
been developed to construct continuous paths within the workspace of the manipulator by 
avoiding singularities and ill-conditioning Given two end-poses of the manipulator, the al- 
gorithm finds out safe (well-conditioned) via points and plans a continuous path from the 
initial pose to the final one When the two end-poses belong to different branches and no 
singularity-free path is possible, the algorithm mdicates the impossib~lity of a vahd path 
Numerical results also have been presented as illustration of the path planning strategy 
As the singularity manifold of the Stewart platform divides the workspace ~ n t o  a num- 
ber of segments, manoeuverability of the system is lost to a great extent, and in majority 
of the cases, either no smgulanty-free path exlsts between two configurations withm the 
workspace or a large detour h r n  the strmght path is necessitated la order to keep away 
from s~ngularities It is indeed a Qfficult task to design a Stewart platform mth  a large 
part of its workspace completely free from singularities An alternative way of achieving a 
singularity-free workspace 1s studied In the same spmt of using kinematic redundancy in 
serial manipulators in order to avoid k~nematic singularity, here the concept of force redun- 
dancy 1s analyzed for avoiding the force singularity of parallel manipulators The theoretical 
and practical impl~cations of introducing force redundancy using one or more ad&tional legs 
(constraints) to support the end-effector are discussed and numerical stuhes have been per- 
formed to examine the distribution of singularities m the workspace of a redundant Stewart 
platform with one additional leg vis-a-vis an ordmary (non-redundant) one The study re- 
veals that one additional leg vtrtually makes the whole workspace free from slngularities and 
ill-conditioning, thus reducmg the load on the actuators and making the whole workspace 
useful, albeit at the cost of a slight loss of total workspace (due to the additional leg con- 
stramt), an additional computational burden of redundancy resolution and the marginal cost 
and bulk of an extra leg and actuator 
In the thesls, these studies have been performed in the context of Stewart platform 
However, the methods and concepts are fairly general m nature and are applicable to any 
parallel-actuated manipulator in general 
